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Graphic Design is My Passion
by zappedbysnow

Summary

Tony was about to have lunch when he saw someone he didn't want to run into inside the
restaurant. He quickly backed away and snuck into a cafe nearby, plunking his ass onto a chair
shielded by a wall, which just happened to be Steve Roger's art class.

Steve is an artist who does commercial work and draws comics. He spends his weekends teaching a
drawing class for free at a local cafe. He doesn't recognize the guy who snuck into his class in a suit
that looks like it costs more than his month's rent but he looks stressed and like he's running from
someone. He can let this one slide. And no. It's not because the man looks damn fine. He's just a
sympathetic guy.

Notes

I wish I could write you a fic to go with this talesofsuspense, but I ran out of time. I hope you like
this comic. ^__^

This is based on Tales' request of an Avengers v1 alternate universe where Steve is a commercial
artist and Tony is SI CEO. Maybe he's secretly IronMan cause identity porn is always fun right? :D

If anyone wants to write a fic, you are most welcome! It'll be an awesome gift for us all. XD
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Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!
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